Attached for your approval is a temporary commission for 

__________ name __________, a consultant under contract with the Federal Reserve Bank of ________________, authorizing him/her to examine __ institution name ____, __ city, state, zip ____ during the period of __start date__ through __end date__. We have verified that __________ name __________, has no actual or potential conflict of interest that would preclude him/her from participating in this assignment.

Attachment
EXAMPLE – Temporary Credential for an External Consultant

COMMISSION

THIS IS TO CERTIFY that ______ name ______, a consultant under contract with the Federal Reserve Bank of ______________, and whose signature appears below, is designated by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System to examine ______ institution name, city, state ______. This commission is valid during the period of ______ date ______ through ______ date ______.

______________________________
Secretary

______________________________
Signature of Consultant